GOHSEP Tropical Weather SITREP September 4, 2017
As of 6:00 PM

State EOC Activation Level: Level III
State Declaration Proclamation Number 104 JBE 2017 State of Emergency – Tropical Storm Harvey
Federal Declaration of Emergency FEMA – 3382 – EM - LA

Tropical Weather Outlook:
The National Hurricane Center is issuing advisories on Hurricane Irma and is monitoring 2 additional tropical disturbances. The National Hurricane Center is no longer monitoring Harvey. Please stay tuned to your local National Weather Service for the latest updates.

Disturbance 1:
An elongated area of low pressure located several hundred miles southwest of the Cabo Verde Islands continues to produce disorganized showers and thunderstorms. Environmental conditions are expected to be conducive for gradual development, and a tropical depression is likely to form later this week while the system moves west-northwestward at 10–15 mph over the Tropical Atlantic Ocean.